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The most fearsome predator in history... Is no longer history. Seven miles down, on a top secret dive into the
Pacifics deepest trench, Commander Jonas Taylor came face-to-face with the largest and most ferocious

predator ever to inhabit the planet - Carcharodon Megalodon, the 60-foot, 70,000-pound prehistoric ancestor
of the Great White shark. Jonas escaped with his life - the dive's sole survivor - but his navy career was over,

his nightmare encounter written off as a hallucination. But Jonas knows what he saw was real. He's
determined to prove that Megalodon still feeds in the ocean's unexplored depths. Now, after seven years of

research and study, he finally has his chance to return to the abyss. Diving deeper than ever before, Jonas will
face terror like he's never imagined. The Meg is about to surface and, when she does, nothing and no one is

going to be safe. Includes MEG: Origins.

Add The Meg to your Watchlist to find out when its coming back.. During a fight it can. At one point reports
surfaced that the film was slated for a 2008 release date and was to be made by New Line Cinema which had

recently bought the rights from Alten.

The Meg

A washedout rescue diver is pulled back in for one more job . Parents need to know that The Meg is an action
movie about a giant prehistoric shark and the team of heroes led. I knew tons of people would give this 12
stars and complain about it as much as possible but Ill ignore the naysayers on this one. The shark comes

back around to try and eat Jaxx but Heller sacrifices himself by distracting the shark to him. Examples of meg
in a Sentence. DVD 12.99 12. How The Meg Should Have EndedWatch More HISHEs
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deepsea submersible has been attacked by a massive creature previously thought to be extinct and now lies.
Add The Meg to your Watchlist to find out when its coming back. Meg Purgatory announced at the end of

Meg Generations Film.
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